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Received 28 July 2009, accepted for publication 27 August 2009 Published 21 September 2009 Online at stacks.iop.org/JOptA/11/125402 Abstract This paper proposes a polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution-based method to directly estimate phase derivative from a single fringe pattern. In the proposed method, we evaluate the polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution along each row/column of the given fringe pattern. The peak of the polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution is used as the phase derivative estimator. To improve the robustness of the distribution against the artifacts or interference terms, a windowed form of the polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution is used. Simulation and experimental results are presented which validate the method’s applicability for direct phase derivative estimation. Keywords: digital holographic interferometry, phase derivative estimation, polynomial
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images to be captured. Recently, the discrete chirp Fourier transform (DCFT)-based method was proposed to estimate the phase derivative [4]. The method works by dividing the rows/columns of a fringe pattern into small segments called windows and then approximating the phase of the signal within each window as a second-order polynomial and subsequently determining the coefficients of the polynomial using DCFT. The method’s accuracy depends on how well the phase within a window is approximated as a polynomial and hence the method could be prone to errors for rapidly varying or strongly nonlinear phase signals. In [5], the Wigner–Ville distribution (WVD)-based method was shown for phase derivative extraction. The WVD is a bilinear space frequency distribution and is optimum for phase derivative estimation of signals having a linear phase derivative or equivalently a quadratic (i.e. second-order polynomial) phase [6]. For such signals, the WVD provides a series of delta functions along the phase derivative and hence the peak of the WVD tracks the phase derivative. For signals having cubic or higher-order phase, the presence of artifacts or interference terms leads to suboptimal performance of the WVD for phase derivative estimation. The need



1. Introduction Optical metrological techniques like profilometry, digital holographic interferometry (DHI), etc, are popular tools in the field of non-destructive testing and evaluation. In most of these techniques, the information about the measurand is usually encoded as the phase information of a fringe pattern. Hence extraction of phase-related information from optical fringes is vital in most of the optical metrological techniques. In fields involving strain measurement such as experimental mechanics, measurement of the phase derivative is desired since it gives direct information about the strain distribution. Various methods have been developed for phase derivative estimation. In [1], phase differentiation was performed by multiplying the complex signal with its pixel-shifted complex conjugate. The phase differentiation approach is susceptible to noise and a filtering-based method was shown in [2]. The above methods provide wrapped phase derivative and hence an unwrapping algorithm is further required to get the unwrapped phase derivative. In [3], a windowed Fourier ridges’-based method was presented for phase derivative estimation in the context of the phase shifting technique which requires multiple 1464-4258/09/125402+07$30.00
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polynomial. In other words, the phase φ(x) and phase derivative ωz (x) can be expressed as



of an efficient phase derivative estimator for higher-order polynomial phase signals led to the higher-order generalization of the WVD called the polynomial Wigner–Ville distribution (PWVD) [7, 8]. It is shown in [7] that, for a nonlinear phase derivative signal, the PWVD gives better spatial localization of spectral content and improved immunity against artifacts than the conventional WVD. Note that both WVD-and PWVDbased methods directly give the unwrapped phase derivative estimate, thereby eliminating the need for an unwrapping operation. In this paper, we apply a PWVD-based technique for phase derivative estimation from an optical fringe pattern. To the best of our knowledge, a PWVD-based method has not been previously applied for phase derivative estimation from optical fringes. A DHI fringe pattern is taken to demonstrate the method’s applicability but its extension to other optical metrological techniques is also discussed. The theory of the proposed method is outlined in the next section. Simulation and experimental results are shown in section 3. Extension of the proposed method to other interferometric techniques is presented in section 4 followed by conclusions and acknowledgments.



Wz (x, ω) =



W I (x, ω) =



z(x + τ/2)z ∗ (x − τ/2) exp(−jωτ )



(8)



(9)



or



Wz (x, ω) = Fτ {exp[j(φ(x + τ/2) − φ(x − τ/2))]}



(10)



where Fτ denotes the Fourier transform with respect to τ . Now using equations (6) and (7), we have φ(x +τ/2)−φ(x −τ/2) = (a1 + 2a2 x)τ = ωz (x)τ . Hence equation (10) becomes



Wz (x, ω) = Fτ {exp[j(ωz (x)τ )]}



(11)



which is the Fourier transform of a pure exponential (corresponding to a pure sinusoid), effectively yielding a Dirac delta function. In other words



(1)



Wz (x, ω) = 2πδ(ω − ωz (x)).



(12)



So for a given x , the peak of the WVD corresponds to the phase derivative ωz (x) due to the presence of the delta function and thus equation (5) becomes valid. But the above analysis is only true for complex signals with second-order polynomial phase where the delta function can be obtained as in equation (12). For any other higher-order polynomial phase signal, equations (11) and (12) are not valid and hence the WVD cannot be optimally used for phase derivative estimation of such signals. The above analysis can be generalized for higher-order polynomial phase signals by using the PWVD as shown in [7]. The PWVD of order q for I (x) and the estimated phase derivative ωPWVD from the PWVD are given as [8]   q/2 ∞   (q) ∗ W I (x, ω) = I (x + dk τ )I (x + d−k τ )



(2)



(3)



The WVD of I (x) is given as [6] ∞ 



∞ 



Wz (x, ω) = Fτ {z(x + τ/2)z ∗ (x − τ/2)}



The phase derivative ω(x) along x can be given as



∂φ(x) . ∂x



(7)



or equivalently as



where a(x, y) is the amplitude term, φ(x, y) is the interference phase and η(x, y) represents the noise assumed to be zero mean additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Note that the real part of I (x, y) constitutes the fringe pattern. Here x and y refer to the pixel values along the N × N fringe pattern, i.e. x, y ∈ [1, N]. So y and x can be assumed to denote the rows and columns of an N × N matrix with elements I (x, y). For a given row y , equation (1) can be written as



ω(x) =



ωz (x) = a1 + 2a2 x.



τ =−∞



The reconstructed interference field in DHI can be written as



I (x) = A(x) exp[jφ(x)] + η(x).



(6)



The WVD for z can be written as



2. Theory



I (x, y) = a(x, y) exp[jφ(x, y)] + η(x, y)



φ(x) = a0 + a1 x + a2 x 2



τ =−∞



k=1



× exp(−jωτ )



I (x + τ/2)I ∗ (x − τ/2) exp(−jωτ ) (4)



ωPWVD (x) =



τ =−∞



(q) arg max W I (x, ω). ω



(13) (14)



Here q denotes the order of nonlinearity of the PWVD and is an even integer. Note that the PWVD is real with dk = −d−k . The procedure of obtaining coefficients dk is outlined in [8]. From equations (4) and (13), it is clear that the WVD is a special case of the PWVD with q = 2 and d1 = −d−1 = 0.5. For illustration purposes, the PWVD of sixth order is used in the rest of the paper. Also we found the sixth-order PWVD to be sufficient for analysis of fringe patterns where the phase varies smoothly and strong nonlinearities like discontinuities are not present. For sixth-order PWVD with q = 6, we have



where ‘∗’ denotes the complex conjugate. The phase derivative estimate is obtained by tracking the peak of the WVD. In other words, the estimated phase derivative ωWVD from WVD is given as ωWVD (x) = arg max W I (x, ω). (5) ω



In order to understand the limitation of the WVD for nonlinear phase derivative estimation, it is imperative to consider the functioning of the WVD. Consider a complex signal z(x) = exp[jφ(x)] where the phase φ(x) is a second-order 2
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Figure 1. (a) Original phase derivative ω and WVD-based phase derivative estimate ωWVD in radians/pixel, (b) original phase derivative ω and PWVD-based phase derivative estimate ωPWVD in radians/pixel, (c) absolute errors between the original and estimated phase derivative for the WVD and PWVD in radians/pixel.



d1 = 0.62, d2 = 0.75 and d3 = −0.87 [8]. The PWVD of sixth order is given as W I(6) (x, ω) =



∞  τ =−∞



U I(6) (x, τ ) exp(−jωτ )



Figure 1 shows the comparison of WVD-and PWVDbased methods for phase derivative estimation in the case of a cubic phase signal at a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 30 dB. The original phase derivative ω has a quadratic nature. In figure 1(a), ω and WVD-based phase derivative estimate ωWVD are shown. Figure 1(b) shows the ω and PWVD-based phase derivative estimate ωPWVD . All values are indicated in units of radians/pixel. The absolute errors between the original and estimated phase derivative for the WVD and PWVD are shown in figure 1(c). It is clear from figure 1(c) that the PWVD performs better than the WVD for phase derivative estimation of a cubic phase signal. The PWVD-based method can be made more suitable for practical applications by using a windowed version of the signal since the observed signal has a finite spatial extent. Windowing usually provides filtering against the artifacts or interference terms [7]. The windowed polynomial Wigner– Ville distribution (WPWVD) and the corresponding phase



(15)



where



U I(6) (x, τ ) = [I (x + 0.62τ )I ∗ (x − 0.62τ )] × [I (x + 0.75τ )I ∗ (x − 0.75τ )] × [I (x − 0.87τ )I ∗ (x + 0.87τ )].



(16)



From equations (15) and (16), it is clear that, for practical implementation of the PWVD, an interpolation scheme is required to determine I at non-integer pixel values since the coefficients dk are usually non-integers. Linear interpolation was used in our analysis. The implementation of equation (15) can be efficiently realized through an FFT routine. 3
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Figure 2. Original phase derivative ω and WPWVD-based phase derivative estimate ωWPWVD in radians/pixel for (a) σ = 4, (b) σ = 256 and (c) σ = 32. (d) Absolute errors between the original and estimated phase derivative in radians/pixel for different values of σ .



derivative estimate ωWPWVD can be given as   q/2 ∞   (q) Wwin (x, ω) = w(τ ) I (x + dk τ )I ∗ (x + d−k τ ) τ =−∞



k=1



× exp(−jωτ ) ωWPWVD (x) =



a slowly varying phase derivative. On the other hand, a small window captures sharp phase derivative changes properly but is highly susceptible to noise due to the lower number of samples captured. The effect of window length on phase derivative estimation is shown in figure 2. The original phase derivative ω and estimated phase derivative ωWPWVD using the WPWVD of sixth order for a signal simulated at an SNR of 30 dB are shown for different values of σ in figure 2. The original phase derivative shown in the above figure varies rapidly in the middle region (along x ) and slowly near the ends. In figure 2(a), a small window length is used whereas in figure 2(b) a large window length is used for the WPWVD. Figure 2(c) uses a medium window length for the WPWVD. The absolute errors between the original and the estimated phase derivative for different window lengths are shown in figure 2(d). From figure 2(d), it is clear that a small window tracks the sharp phase derivative changes in the middle region effectively whereas a large window is suitable for slowly varying regions. A medium-sized window gives the intermediate performance between the two extremes of small and large windows. Note that proper selection of window length depends on the signal in hand and a



(q) arg max Wwin (x, ω) ω



(17) (18)



where w denotes a fixed length window. For our analysis, we used a Gaussian window of the form  2 −x 1 ∀ x ∈ [−σ/2, σ/2] w(x) = exp (2πσ 2 )1/2 2σ 2 (19) where the length of the window is σ + 1. Now the choice of window length is an important consideration. There is a tradeoff between spatial and frequency resolution depending on the length of the window. A large window captures more samples of given data and consequently provides more data smoothing, effectively improving the noise susceptibility. But excessive data smoothing can drift the phase derivative estimate from the true value, especially for signals with sharp phase derivative changes. Hence it is suitable for signals with 4
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Figure 3. (a) Simulated fringe pattern (256 × 256) at SNR of 30 dB. (b) Phase derivative ω of original fringe pattern along x direction in radians/pixel. (c) Original phase derivative ω and estimated phase derivative ωWPWVD in radians/pixel along row y = 128. (d) Estimated phase derivative ωWPWVD in radians/pixel for entire fringe pattern. (e) Cosine fringes of estimated phase derivative.



that the PWVD is a special case of the WPWVD with a unit rectangular window that spans the entire length of the signal, so its performance as a phase derivative estimator is similar to that of a WPWVD with a large window as shown in figure 2(b).



particular choice of window length for a given signal need not perform optimally for a different signal. For analysis in the rest of the paper, we stick to a Gaussian window with σ = 32, i.e. a medium-sized window, though any other reasonable window length choice would also suffice. Note 5
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Figure 4. (a) Experimentally recorded fringe pattern in DHI (256 × 256). (b) Estimated phase derivative in radians/pixel. (c) Cosine fringes of estimated phase derivative using the proposed method. (d) Cosine fringes of phase derivative obtained by pixel-shifting approach and shown for the purposes of illustration.



derivative ωWPWVD for a particular row y = 128 are shown. Figure 3(d) shows the estimated phase derivative ωWPWVD of the entire fringe pattern using the proposed WPWVD method and subsequent median filtering. Figure 3(e) shows the cosine fringes of the estimated phase derivative. In all figures, the phase derivative is indicated in radians/pixel and the first and last 5 pixels along the borders are not considered to ignore the errors near the borders. The root mean square error (rmse) for phase derivative estimation was found to be 0.0025 radians/pixel. The practical application of the proposed method to estimate the phase derivative from a reconstructed interference field in a DHI experiment is shown in figure 4. The recorded fringe pattern is shown in figure 4(a). The estimated phase derivative using the proposed method after applying 2D median filtering is shown in figure 4(b). The derivative cosine fringes obtained by the proposed method are shown in figure 4(c). For the sake of comparison, the phase derivative estimate was also calculated by approximating the phase differentiation operation by multiplying the complex amplitude with its pixel-shifted (20 pixels) conjugate. The derivative



Once a proper window is chosen, the WPWVD can be calculated using equation (17) and the corresponding phase derivative estimate can be obtained using equation (18). This procedure gives the phase derivative estimate along x for a particular row y of the N × N fringe pattern. The same procedure can be repeated for different rows, i.e. for all y ∈ [1, N], and the overall phase derivative estimate along x for the entire fringe pattern can be calculated. To get the phase derivative estimate along y , we can start the aforesaid procedure for a particular column x and subsequently proceed for all columns.



3. Simulation and experimental results Figure 3(a) shows the simulated fringe pattern (corresponding to a simulated reconstructed interference field) with an SNR of 30 dB. For our analysis, we used a Gaussian window with σ = 32 (for equation (19)) for calculation of the sixth-order WPWVD. Figure 3(b) shows the original phase derivative ω of the fringe pattern along the x direction. In figure 3(c), the original phase derivative ω and estimated phase 6
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the conventional Wigner–Ville distribution-based methods. The applicability of the proposed method for direct phasederivative estimation is demonstrated using simulation and experimental results.



cosine fringes obtained by the pixel-shifting approach are shown in figure 4(d). The phase derivative estimation accuracy obtained by the WPWVD-based method is superior to that obtained by the pixel-shifting approach as is clear from figures 4(c) and (d).
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In optical metrological techniques such as profilometry and classical holographic interferometry, a recorded fringe pattern is given as



I (x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos[φ(x, y)] + η(x, y)
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where I (x, y) is the recorded intensity, a(x, y) is the background intensity, b(x, y) is the fringe amplitude, φ(x, y) is the phase whose derivative is to be determined and η(x, y) is the noise term. If we apply a normalization technique [9] to equation (20), we get



I  (x, y) = cos[φ(x, y)] + η(x, y).



(21)



If a carrier is present, we can apply a real to analytic signal conversion [10] to equation (21) and get



z(x, y) = exp[jφ(x, y)] + η(x, y).



(22)



Since the form of signal in equation (22) is similar to the one in equation (1), the proposed method can be applied in the same manner as discussed in previous sections. In the absence of a carrier, phase-shifting can be used to generate a signal identical to the one in equation (1) [3].



5. Conclusions This paper introduces a polynomial Wigner–Ville distributionbased method for direct phase derivative estimation from optical fringes. The proposed method’s strength lies in better representation of higher-order polynomial phase signals than
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